
Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel
Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

WESERVETENNIS

SUGGESTED STRING

The new HI-TEN is the result of all our experience and is designed to win. The 
racquet head has been enlarged to maximize the impact area for groundstrokes 
and increase stability.
We increased the horizontal string length in the middle area and the spacing 
between the horizontal strings at the top of the racquet resulting in more spin and 
power. We have lengthened the racquet shafts to increase flexibility, dwell time, 
and overall accuracy of strokes.

HI-TEN 98 R
Length 27”
Head Size 98 in2

Sections 21 mm constant beam
String Pattern 16 x 19
RA 59

UNSTRUNG SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 310 g
Balance 310 mm
swing weight 285 kg/cm2

Designed
for performance

perfor
mance

HI-TEN 98 R



Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel
Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

WESERVETENNIS

SUGGESTED STRING

The new HI-TEN is the result of all our experience and is designed to 
win. The racquet head has been enlarged to maximize the impact area 
for groundstrokes and increase stability.
We increased the horizontal string length in the middle area and the 
spacing between the horizontal strings at the top of the racquet 
resulting in more spin and power.
We have lengthened the racquet shafts to increase flexibility, dwell 
time, and overall accuracy of strokes.

HI-TEN 98 L
Length 27”
Head Size 98 in2

Sections 21 mm constant beam
String Pattern 16 x 19
RA 59

UNSTRUNG SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 290 g
Balance 325 mm
swing weight 285 kg/cm2

Designed
for performance

HI-TEN 98 L

perfor
mance



powerful
Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

SUGGESTED STRING The fastest
and most
powerful
spin machine

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel

WESERVETENNIS

Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Length 27”
Head Size 100 in2

Sections 24-26,5-25 dtb
String Pattern 16 x 19
RA 70

UNSTRUNG SPECS
weight 300 g
balance 315 mm
sw. weight 285 kg/cm2  

VITAS 100 R

Vitas 100 R
The FAST FORWARD FRAME in a 100 in2, muscle-frame. 
Arguably the most powerful frame on the market, combined with 
extra spin to obtain the maximum control. 
The best frame for aggressive players of today and tomorrow. 
Baseliners and allcourters.



Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

SUGGESTED STRING

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel

WESERVETENNIS

Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Length 27”
Head Size 100 in2

Sections 24-26,5-25 dtb
String Pattern 16 x 19
RA 70

The FAST FORWARD FRAME in a 100 in2, light weight power frame. 
Arguably the most powerful frame on the market, combined 
with unmatched manoeuvrability. The best lightweight frame for 
aggressive players of today and tomorrow.  
Baseliners and allcourters.

The fastest 
and most agile 
power frame

agile

VITAS 100 L

UNSTRUNG SPECS
weight 280 g
balance 325 mm
sw. weight 280 kg/cm2

Vitas 100 L



SUGGESTED STRING

WESERVETENNIS

versatile

The fastest 
and most 
versatile 
racquet

UNSTRUNG SPECS
weight 285 g
balance 320 mm
sw. weight 280kg/cm2

Length 27” – 105 in2

Sections  25-26-22 dtb
String Pattern 16 x 19
RA 61

VITAS 105 R

Full Sunny Core for softer
feeling and max power 

Full Yellow Beam  
for aggressive play

Full White Beam  
for balanced combination 
of power and comfort

The FAST FORWARD FRAME in a 105 in2, very soft and super 
comfortable version. One stop solution for every skill level, age and 
style!  Allcourters, baseliners and leisure players.

Vitas 105 R



Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel

WESERVETENNIS

Extreme spin 
and precision 
for champions

precision

SUGGESTED STRING

string pattern 16 x 19 

UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 310 g
balance 315 mm
sw. weight 290 kg/cm2

Are you an advanced player 
with a long and fast swing with 
either attack or all court style? 

Do you hit the ball in its rising 
trajectory close to the bouncing 
point? Need  extreme spin?

Both boxes are crossed? Nice! 
Then their is one thing left to do: 
choose the racquet weight.

GRINTA 98 TOUR

IS THIS MY FIT?

For all the attackers, allcourters, hold your horses, this is your page! 
A control ellipse frame with an enlarged 3/9 area and longer central 
cross strings for extra ball spin. 
Its bionic x-section makes sure you have enough stability on the 
lateral spin shots. A 16 x 19 string pattern with larger spacing of cross 
strings inthe upper half of  the frame to give you extra spin.

Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Grinta 98 tour



Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel

WESERVETENNIS

SUGGESTED STRING

string pattern 16 x 19 

UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 290 g
balance 330 mm
sw.weight 290 kg/cm2

Are you an advanced player 
with a long and fast swing with 
either attack or all court style? 

Do you hit the ball in its rising 
trajectory close to the bouncing 
point? Need  extreme spin?

Both boxes are crossed? Nice! 
Then their is one thing left to do: 
choose the racquet weight.

GRINTA 98 TOUR LITE

IS THIS MY FIT?

For all the attackers, allcourters, hold your horses, this is your page! 
A control ellipse frame with an enlarged 3/9 area and longer central 
cross strings for extra ball spin. 
Its bionic x-section makes sure you have enough stability on the 
lateral spin shots. A 16 × 19 string pattern with larger spacing of cross 
strings inthe upper half of  the frame to give you extra spin.

Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Grinta 98 tour lite

Extreme spin 
and precision 
for champions

precision



WESERVETENNIS

Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel

SUGGESTED STRING

string pattern 16 x 18 

UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 305 g 
balance 315 mm
sw.weight 285 kg/cm2

Are you an advanced player with a 
long and fast swing with all court 
style? A balanced game, playing 
both at baseline and at the net, 
defending and attacking?

Are you looking for accuracy in the 
ball trajectory and high spin rate?

Both boxes are crossed? Nice! 
Then there is one thing left to do: 
choose the racquet weight.

GRINTA 100

IS THIS MY FIT?

For allcourters and baseliners, and attackers looking for a slightly 
bigger headsize,  stop flipping pages, this is yours! A control ellipse 
frame with an enlarged 3/9 area and longer central cross strings for 
optimal control on flat and spin shots.  Its bionic x-section makes sure 
you have enough stability and better control also  on off center hits. 
Snauwaert Squared Grommets at 3/9 position for a more efficient 
string ‘ball-bite’!

Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Grinta 100

Extreme spin 
and precision 
for champions

precision



WESERVETENNIS

Full White Beam 
for softer feeling

Full Yellow Beam 
for extra power and feel

SUGGESTED STRING

string pattern 16 x 18 

UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 285 g
balance 335 mm
sw. weight 285 kg/cm2

Are you an advanced player with a 
long and fast swing with all court 
style? A balanced game, playing 
both at baseline and at the net, 
defending and attacking?

Are you looking for accuracy in the 
ball trajectory and high spin rate?

Both boxes are crossed? Nice! 
Then there is one thing left to do: 
choose the racquet weight.

GRINTA 100 LITE

IS THIS MY FIT?

For allcourters and baseliners, and attackers looking for a slightly 
bigger headsize,  stop flipping pages, this is yours! A control ellipse 
frame with an enlarged 3/9 area and longer central cross strings for 
optimal control on flat and spin shots.  Its bionic x-section makes sure 
you have enough stability and better control also  on off center hits. 
Snauwaert Squared Grommets at 3/9 position for a more efficient 
string ‘ball-bite’!

Full Black Beam 
for aggressive play

Grinta 100 lite

Extreme spin 
and precision 
for champions

precision



WESERVETENNIS

Hybrid White Beam (mains) with 
Sunny Core (crosses) 

Full White Beam 
for extra spin, soft feeling, 
still aiming at an aggressive play

SUGGESTED STRING

string pattern 16 x 18 
UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 265 g 
balance 318 mm
sw. weight 238 kg/cm2

string pattern 16 x 18 
UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 258 g 
balance 306 mm
sw. weight 212 kg/cm2

Are you up to 12 years old and a 
beginning or competitive young boy 
or girl? 

Is your trainer suggesting you 
need a racquet with a lot of 
control to practice on spin shots?

GRINTA 100 jr 26”

GRINTA 100 jr 25”

IS THIS MY FIT?

A full carbon composite control-oriented junior racket. The 25” and 
26” version of the Grinta 100, equal technical features, made with the 
same high-quality materials.  
The junior player enjoys the same feeling of the adult frame in a 
shorter, lighter and more manoeuvrable version.

Full Sunny Core 
to maximize arm protection

Grinta 100 jr

Extreme spin 
and precision 
for champions

precision



WESERVETENNIS

SUGGESTED STRING

versatile

The fastest 
and most 
versatile 
racquet

UNSTRUNG SPECS
weight 270 g
balance 340 mm
sw. weight 288 kg/cm2

string pattern 16 x 18

VITAS 110

Sunny Core for the best 
comfort and ball speed

Are you a leisure player searching for the maximum power and 
comfort? You cannot miss a hit with our Super Oversized power 
pentagon frames, with an enlarged string bed area in the upper half 
and at 3/9 o’clock. Very light and maneuverable racquets with a large 
sweet spot, combining extra power with a smooth and comfortable 
feeling. 
Bionic x-section for additional stability on volleys. SSG applied at 3/9 
with an embedded elastomer at 6 o’clock to maximize comfort.

Vitas 110

A short swing, hitting flat, playing 
doubles, not just singles?

Do you search for light, powerful and 
super stable frame with soft feeling?

IS THIS MY FIT?



WESERVETENNIS

SUGGESTED STRING

versatile

The fastest 
and most 
versatile 
racquet

VITAS 115

Sunny Core for the best 
comfort and ball speed

Are you a leisure player searching for the maximum power and 
comfort? You cannot miss a hit with our Super Oversized power 
pentagon frames, with an enlarged string bed area in the upper half 
and at 3/9 o’clock. Very light and maneuverable racquets with a large 
sweet spot, combining extra power with a smooth and comfortable 
feeling. 
Bionic x-section for additional stability on volleys. SSG applied at 3/9 
with an embedded elastomer at 6 o’clock to maximize comfort.

Vitas 115

A short swing, hitting flat, playing 
doubles, not just singles?

Do you search for light, powerful and 
super stable frame with soft feeling?

IS THIS MY FIT?

UNSTRUNG SPECS
weight 260 g
balance 360 mm
sw. weight 288 kg/cm2

string pattern 16 x 18



WESERVETENNIS

Sunny Core for the best  
comfort and ball velocity 

SUGGESTED STRING

string pattern 16 x 19 

UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 265 g
balance 350 mm 
sw. weight 280 kg/cm2

Short swing? Searching for 
lightness and manoeuvrability?

Do you search for a forgiving 
frame that helps you play 
longer rallies?

CARAVELLE 100

IS THIS MY FIT?

The CARAVELLE is a re-edition of one of  the bestseller racquets in the 
‘wood era’. The Navy Blue and the Gold colours offer the same ‘classy 
touch’ as the original Caravelle. The CARAVELLE is easy-to-use and 
is a light-weight; the perfect and elegant racquet for beginners and 
club players.

Caravelle 100

Classic style 
meets modern 
performance 
standards

classic



WESERVETENNIS

Sunny Core for more speed 
& arm protection
White Beam for more 
control and spin

SUGGESTED STRING

The CARAVELLE TEAM is the perfect transition frame for competitive 
junior players using their first 27” racquet! The Electric Blue and Bright 
Orange provide a young ,aggressive yet distinctive look.
The CARAVELLE TEAM is an advanced player’s frame in light weight to 
evolve the technique and win points, matches and much more.

Caravelle team

Classic style 
meets modern 
performance 
standards

classic

string pattern 16 x 18 

UNSTRUNG SPECS 
weight 275 g
balance 345 mm 
sw. weight 285 kg/cm2

Medium to long swing? Fast and 
modern game?

Do you search for 
accuracy combined with 
manoeuvrability?

CARAVELLE TEAM 100

IS THIS MY FIT?


